1. What is one prey that lives in your backyard?
   One prey that lives in my back yard is a worm.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

2. What predator that would live in your backyard might want to eat that prey?
   A predator that lives in my back yard that might want to eat a worm is a bird.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

3. Can you think of another predator that would eat the predator from question 2?
   Another predator that would eat a bird is a snake.
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

4. Can a predator be prey for something else? Why or Why not?
   Yes an animal can be both predator and prey. A predator is an animal that hunts for its food and eat another animal. Preys are animals that are eaten by a predator. A Snake is eats animals like frogs and lizards but is eaten by hawks and eagles.
   ________________________________________________________________